All you need to know to experience WiMu fit for families
But is the
WiMu
suitable for
Ma il WiMu,
families

and What
about
the castle

Of course !!
Even for those with small children.
It is poetic,
sometimes even a bit magical.
You can learn a lot of
interesting things
and you can also have fun.

Wi.Mu. is the short name
for Wine Museum.

What is
WiMu

But Wi.Mu is a very special place:
It doesn’t have a collection of objects, artifacts, or works of art .

It proposes a journey in the world of wine: from hall to hall
you learn a lot of things, especially about the relationship human
being - wine.
A relationship that began in prehistory,
The castle hosts WiMu.
still continues and has inspired many myths, traditions,
works of art and designed entire landscape,
just like those of the Langhe.
Its origins are very ancient, but as for many castles
in the region, during its thousand-year history
it has been renovated several times.
Its current appearance dates back to the mid
of the XIX century.

It can be said that this majestic building has lived four lives, each linked to one of its usages.
At first
It did its military service
It was built up to spot the enemies
and to organize the defenses.

2Then it was transformed
into a real castle,
to live in.

Later It became
a college:
It was used to go
to school

and inside,
today,
Wi.Mu is set up

You can visit.
and What
you can do

You can even
play with It

WiMu family ticket becomes special.
Adults of families, who will buy the WimuNotes, will pay
a reduced fee ( 7 € instead of 9 €).

WiMuNotes: is suitables for families with children from 6 to 12 years old.
It gives interesting information and allows you to pin down things to remember.
Available in English and French.
It is for single-use only, and therefore safe to use!

You visit four floors, starting from the top.
First you climb to the top and then you go down along the stairs.

What
about the
stroller

You can park it in the entrance, in the designated
space.
Or you can use It:
in this case you ask the staff how to use the lift.

And If he
is hungry
instead

But How
does
WiMu work

What If the
baby needs
to be
changed

No panic
Before the visit you can use the
changing table at the ticket office.
During the visit the one at the 2 °
floor, next to room 13.

All under control
Stop at the mum’s space, always at the 2° floor, next to room 13:
a little place, but quiet, with a comfortable seat for mom, the changing table and the toilet .
Respect all the anti-Covid rules. Have a nice visit!

